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Abstract Retrosynthetic simplicity is introduced as a metric by which
methods can be evaluated. An argument in favor of reactions which are
retrosynthetically simple is put forward, and recent examples in the
context of skeletal editing from my own laboratory as well as contribu-
tions from others are analyzed critically through this lens.
1 Introduction
2 Example 1: Quinoline to Quinazoline (One Product, Two Starting

Materials)
3 Example 2: Benzene to Pyridine (Two Products, One Starting

Material)
4 Caveats, Counterarguments, and Conclusions
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1 Introduction

When planning a synthesis, why is it that our minds

reach for some reactions and not others? This is a central

question for those of us interested in developing new reac-

tions, because it influences whether your work will get

used. There are countless reasons to develop a chemical

transformation that have nothing to do with an end user,

but I suspect many methodologists share my hope that the

reagents, catalysts, and ideas we put out into the world will

end up in someone else’s flask.

There are some obvious metrics that authors (and re-

viewers) spend their time considering – How easy is the re-

action to run? Can I buy all the reagents or make them easi-

ly? How broad is the scope? (i.e., will it work on my mole-

cule?) Is it selective? Is it safe? These are clearly important

components for adoption, but I would contend they are not

a sufficient set of criteria. By inspection, one can ascertain

that there are plenty of good reactions by this rubric that do

not enjoy a broad userbase, as most papers do not generate

a widely adopted method. Why? Visibility almost certainly

has something to do with this –many good reactions are

published in more specialized settings that don’t attract as

large of a readership, at least initially (though the evidence

on the effect of visibility is mixed1,2). The structure of our

introductory courses likewise makes some impact, but

again inspection reveals that we don’t hew exclusively to

pedagogically privileged reactions when conducting syn-

theses.

So, what else might be missing? I propose an underap-

preciated criterion, the surprise of which is spoiled by this

article’s title: retrosynthetic simplicity. While we like to

think of ourselves as artistic and sophisticated planners of

syntheses, and while we as a community rightfully cele-

brate insightful and surprising disconnections, when plan-

ning a routine synthesis (e.g., preparation of a substrate),

this self-image does not persist. Rather, we avoid expending
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unnecessary mental energy taking our molecules apart de-

spite our appreciation for elegant flourishes, gravitating in-

stead towards disconnections that are ‘easy to see’. Com-

pare for instance the ease with which a Suzuki coupling op-

portunity can be identified compared to a [3,3]-sigmatropic

rearrangement (Figure 1).3,4

Figure 1  Which of these retrosynthetic disconnections is easier to 
identify? Which one are you more likely to come up with? Does that im-
pact how often each is used?

The proliferation of cross-coupling as a workhorse syn-

thetic technology5–8 can be seen as a consequence of its in-

corporation of all the above desiderata – generality, modu-

larity, accessibility, ease of operation – while also exempli-

fying simplicity in its associated retrosynthesis. Indeed, for

better or for worse, we have adopted the nomenclature of

cross-coupling so widely that a large percentage of new

methods (whether cross-coupling or not) are now named

by the kind of bond they form; this ‘cross-coupling-ization’

of how reactions are categorized reveals how deeply rooted

cross-coupling’s retrosynthetic logic is in our collective

consciousness.

Simplicity and complexity in chemistry are very diffi-

cult to define unambiguously,9–12 so rather than wade into

that particular morass I will pose a somewhat impertinent

definition of retrosynthetic simplicity: retrosynthetically

simple reactions are those where you do not have to be a

genius, nor indeed work very hard, to identify where they

can be applied. Reducing to absurdity, cross-coupling is

popular, in part, because even someone who doesn’t under-

stand bond-line notation can be quickly and easily taught

to identify when one might be appropriate.

These thoughts were a motivating force behind the

choice for my laboratory to pursue ‘single-atom’ level modi-

fications rather than more dramatic multiatom reactions

when we first set out to make our mark in skeletal edit-

ing.13–15 Indeed, though the broader ‘molecular editing’

buzzword is (taken literally) a synonym for ‘chemical reac-

tion’, – and while the phrase itself has become unmoored

from its original conception in natural-product-based me-

dicinal chemistry16–18 – the idea that editing should be re-

served to describe small, simple changes is so intuitive that

it rarely needs explicit demarcation. (If I rewrite a docu-

ment beyond recognition, I have not edited it.) However,

even among single-atom-editing reactions and sequences,

there remains some variance in the retrosynthetic simplici-

ty that one is confronted with, depending on the details. For

two illustrative examples, I focus below on recently report-

ed examples of C-to-N replacement reactions from my own

laboratory, contrasted with alternative approaches that

achieve similar end results.

2 Example 1: Quinoline to Quinazoline (One 
Product, Two Starting Materials)

Recently, my laboratory reported a transformation that

enables the conversion of quinoline N-oxides into quinazo-

lines by replacement of the C3 carbon with an ammonia

nucleophile, eliminating a carboxylate leaving group.19

However, we had previously also reported that acidolysis of

the intermediate benzoxazepine involved in this transfor-

mation leads instead to the formation of the C2 carbon de-

letion product – an indole.20 One could imagine combining

this carbon deletion with the Morandi laboratory’s nitrogen

insertion into indoles, also affording a quinazoline.21

Though it is tempting to treat these as equivalent, rival

skeletal-editing approaches to quinazolines (perhaps differ-

entiated by their step counts), they differ critically in their

retrosynthetic logic (Figure 2). Whereas the direct C3 re-

placement can be envisioned starting from a quinoline

wherein your mind’s eye replaces the nitrogen of the

quinazoline with a methine, the latter route, by virtue of

the mismatched insertion and deletion, requires one to be-

gin with the 2-substituent of the quinazoline in the 3-posi-

tion of the quinoline. All else equal (e.g., for a given set of

quinolines the two isomers may not be equally accessible),

when planning this synthesis, it is more natural to reach for

the starting material whose substitution pattern most

closely matches the target.

3 Example 2: Benzene to Pyridine (Two 
Products, One Starting Material)

Another transformation recently developed by my labo-

ratory involves the conversion of aryl azides into pyridines

through a two-step protocol involving initial azepine for-

mation via an aryl nitrene, followed by oxidative spirocy-

clization and elimination of a carbene.22 Because the carbon

deletion and the nitrogen insertion are matched in their re-

gioselectivity, the resulting pyridine forms with nitrogen

replacement of the former ipso carbon of the aryl azide.

This is true regardless of the selectivity in the initial aze-

pine formation, with both potential isomers converging to

the same product and thus avoiding any skeletal rotation.

An alternative skeletal-editing protocol involving azepine

formation was reported by the Burns laboratory, in which

singlet oxygen instead promotes deletion of the former

meta carbon, leading to an aminopyridine.23

B(OH)2

Br

O
H

H

OH
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While here it is tempting to view these merely as re-

giochemically divergent treatments of the same starting

material, the retrosynthetic logic is again substantially dif-

ferent. As shown in Figure 3 for an example substrate,

thinking backwards from the aminopyridine requires a ro-

tation of the skeleton, whereas no such rotation is neces-

sary to consider in the ipso deletion pathway. To be clear,

there may be instances where the meta deletion approach is

preferable for any number of reasons (wanting to make an

aminopyridine, inability to access the isomeric azide, etc.),

but it should also be clear from this analysis that the more

natural retrosynthesis is the one that avoids perturbation of

the remaining skeleton.

4 Caveats, Counterarguments, and Conclu-
sions

The goal of this analysis is not to provide a measuring

stick by which all reactions or syntheses should be evaluat-

ed, as there are important and useful venues for transfor-

mations that defy simplistic retrosynthesis, and these

should continue to be developed and celebrated. Likewise, it

can be the case that a simpler retrosynthesis leads to a less

accessible starting material, such that it will sometimes be

preferable to take the less obvious route for practical rea-

sons. It should also be noted that reactions with wildly

complex mechanisms can still correspond to reactions

whose retrosynthesis is easy to see, as the details of the

mechanism do not need to be considered in synthetic plan-

ning. (Though they can of course help determine whether

your target is in the scope, one can still make successful

predictions even with incorrect mechanisms.) Finally, the

notion of retrosynthetic simplicity should be understood as

a continuum rather than as a dichotomy.

An anonymous reviewer of the initial version of this

manuscript posed two additional challenges that merit

some discussion. The first of these involves the relation of

the present discussion to Corey’s concept of ‘structurally

simplifying’ transforms.24 Despite the commonality of sim-

plicity as a metric, the two ideas are orthogonal because

retrosynthetic simplicity is typically maintained when the

reaction is reversed while simplifying transforms are not.

For example, if you argue that the disconnection of a

quinazoline to a quinoline decreases functional group con-

tent, then the reverse transform is still retrosynthetically

simple but not structurally simplifying. As such, a reaction

can be retrosynthetically simple without offering a struc-

Figure 2  Two skeletal-editing approaches to the same quinazoline from different quinoline starting materials
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Figure 3  Two skeletal editing approaches to different pyridines from the same aryl azide starting material
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turally simplifying transform. The converse is also true – as

mentioned above, examples in natural product synthesis

abound.

On that note, the second challenge concerns truly

weighty synthetic plans (i.e., natural product syntheses),

wherein one rarely employs the first route that comes to

mind – to quote the reviewer, ‘why would one be so lazy?’. I

don’t disagree with this point, but I think context matters.

There is a large volume of ‘routine’ synthesis that does not

rise to the level of planning scrutiny that total synthesis

campaigns entail. Indeed, many chemists employ organic

synthesis without thinking of themselves (primarily) as or-

ganic chemists, and they too are a potential audience for

new methods. A related criticism is the recognition of the

role of software (e.g., SciFinder or more recently automated

retrosynthesis) in route planning – ‘it doesn’t matter if [a

human] can see a transform or not’.25,26 However, the influ-

ence of software is not in conflict with the ideas presented

here. Unrestrained searches typically yield far more results

than can be reasonably parsed, requiring some user in-

volvement in prioritization. This injection of the planner’s

psychology brings retrosynthetic simplicity into play, for

better or for worse. Automated retrosynthesis (artificially

intelligent or otherwise) will likewise reflect its training

dataset to some extent, which is going to encode the biases

of the chemists who run some reactions more often than

others, regardless of the reasons for that asymmetry.27 If

you want these algorithms to recommend your new meth-

od, you’ll need to convince (some) chemists to use it first.

With these caveats and arguments in mind, it is my

hope that in the design of new reactions, in addition to the

laundry list of criteria that are already used to assess their

worth,28–31 that the ease with which a potential end-user

can identify their application is considered as well – not in

place of the other criteria, but when appropriate, in addi-

tion. As the analyses presented here hopefully demonstrate,

retrosynthetic simplicity goes beyond aesthetic appeal and

offers a guide for developing reactions that others can natu-

rally conceive of applying in their own syntheses. Put an-

other way, the beauty inherent in simplicity is often appre-

ciated,32 but there is a hidden utility in simplicity, too.
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